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INTRODUCTION
Since our Market Report #2 covering 1,000 auction sales between Feb and Jun 2015, we’ve
been rather busy. In the period Jul to Dec 2015
we more than doubled that sales figure with
2,100 eBay listings covering a vast array of vintage British comics, annuals, books, summer &
holiday specials, free gifts and artwork. Just the
things we love to list – never a chore and always
a pleasure!
We mentioned in the intro of our #2 Report that
we hoped to expand #3 into a more general
comic newsletter, with articles and features on
British comics. After giving some thought to the
format, we’ve decided that this issue will be a
collection of mini articles and features with a discussion of a small selection of results of the latter half of 2015. All results can be found within
our Auction Results archive should you wish to
search for any items.
You’ll find a great article by Norman Wright on
the ever popular Thriller Comics Library of the
1950s, a feature on eye catching cereal adverts
with their link to comic free gifts, an exciting
summer 2016 project being hosted in Dundee
revolving around a wee boy who loves sitting on
his bucket and a go-back-in-time look inside a
1952 newsagent with comics on display. The
forthcoming release of the long awaited and
hotly anticipated 2000AD Cursed Earth story reprint, scarce Beano comic free gifts, info on
Korky the Cat artist Allan Morley and a feature
on the sale of the personal archive of highly regarded former DC Thomson staff artist Bill
Ritchie all await you.
Despite having a healthy store room of enticing
goodies to bring you soon, we constantly seek
fresh stock to offer to our customers. So, if

you’re considering moving along a portion or indeed all of your collection, please get in touch.
We make competitive offers to buy outright or
can sell on your behalf on commission. Please
see the last page of this doc and visit the Auction
Services page of our website for full details:
http://www.phil-comics.com/AuctionServices.php
DANDY & BEANO CHRISTMAS COVERS 19371937-1969
Our first venture into book publishing is drawing
to a close as we enter the final few months of the
3 year license with DC Thomson. At the time of
writing, 958 of the 1,000 copies printed have sold
leaving just 6 signed and 36 unsigned copies in
stock. The book won’t be reprinted so this is the
final chance to buy a new copy.
The good news is they are available on eBay at
the lowest price to date - £9.99 unsigned and
£14.99 signed to clear the last few copies. We
cannot sell any after June when the license ends
so snap your copy up now! It would be marvellous if all 1,000 sold as the possibility of future
reprint projects depends largely on the success of
this book.
Entering the world of book publishing proved a
steep learning curve but a very enjoyable, worthwhile experience and one that we’re very proud
of. At some stage in 2016 we hope to produce a
document showcasing its production, with printer’s proofs
and printing plates, so watch
this space.
In December we received the
following email in response to
posting a copy of the Christmas covers book to a customer:

- -

“Hi Phil, received the Beano & Dandy Christmas
covers book I ordered thanks, great item of nostalgia for me. For a split second looking at some
of the covers from the early 1950s I remember
them first time around. It’s amazing that something I have not seen for 60+ years comes back
straight away, I’m back as a 5 year old and it’s
Christmas, a magical time for kids (not like today
when kids get presents all year round). I only
wished I had kept all the Dandy, Beano, Knockout and Eagle and later Adventure, Wizard and
Hotspur comics. I would be worth a small fortune, but I suppose everybody says that! I do
have a collection of later Dandy and Beano comics (1980s) and some wartime Hotspur comics,
plus some Lion and Tiger comics from the late
1950s. My grandson, aged 10, who is more
into Star Wars etc. wanted to know all about
the Dandy and Beano after looking through the
book. Maybe I can get him interested in reading my collection? But these days children are
far more ‘worldly wise’ and think such comics
are for kids. One thing you may be able to help
me with. I have in my mind a front cover of a
Christmas comic, which I thought was the
Dandy or Beano but looking through the book I
can’t see it, so obviously it must be another
comic? It was a full page of a HUGE Christmas
pudding with all the characters looking out of
it. Have you come across it, or have I imagined it? Ron Hunt”

Talking
about
being
taken
back in
time,
w
e
stumb l e d
across
a great
picture in 'The 1950s Britain in Pictures' book,
published by the Press Association. Arthur Bond,
then a football referee, was a tobacconist and
newsagent by day. On the

shelves in the background of
this photograph dated 27th
February 1952 are various
comics including the large
format Chips lying on end, sitting in
front of The Dandy where the bellboy can just be made out on the
masthead. A Hopalong Cassidy
comic is seen we believe... can you
recognise any other titles?

We sent Ron a link to all the Christmas
issues we’ve sold (via our Auction Results archive) and within a few minutes
he emailed back excitedly:
“Hi Phil, I think I’ve found it... TOPPER
1953. WOW just
seen what it sold
for. To think back
at what I threw
away. Hindsight is
a wonderful thing.
I was 8 at the time
and can remember
that cover of the
comic as plain as anything.
Ron”

WHOOPEE!
“Get Happy – Get this new paper”
was the strapline on the cover of
the first issue of Whoopee! - another title in the 1970s army of IPC
comics. It came undated (in effect
9th Mar 1974) with a Super Squirt
ring free
gift and 40 pages of
fun.
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Whoopee! ran for an impressive 572 issues before being merged with Whizzer and Chips in
April 1985. On its journey it absorbed Shiver and
Shake shortly after its launch, followed by
Cheeky in 1980 and Wow in 1983. The legacy
continued after 1985 with annuals into the late
1980s and the Best of Whoopee! Monthly reprints
published in the early 1990s.
We sold a good selection of Whoopee! in Oct including the first two issues with their free gift
packets. Sadly no actual gifts but beggars can’t
be choosers when it comes to scarce gifts and
the packet is equally sought-after. #1 with
packet fetched £16 whilst two
examples of #2 with packet
made between £3 and £4 each,
less than expected but worth
picturing here. Fine+ examples
of the Holiday Special from ’74
and ’75 went for £11 and £20
respectively whilst runs of
comics from the same years,
and indeed the 1980s, made
around 50p a copy.
SHIVER AND SHAKE
Shiver and Shake ran from 10
March 1973 to 5 October 1974,
when it merged with Whoopee. As in the tradition of British comics many names of strips were
a play on popular television programmes and
films of the time. Similar to Monster Fun later,
the theme of the strips were mainly horror
(albeit of a comic nature). Indeed Frankie
Stein appeared in both comics. Borrowing the
successful concept of Whizzer and Chips it was
two comics in one – they even played on this to
the extent that the first issue split
the cover down the middle Shake being a pull-out section
from Shiver. The main star
of Shiver was a ghost of the same
name, whilst Shake was an elephant. Both had their own strips
in their respective sections (The
Duke’s Spook) and Shake, The

D u k e ' s
Spook
changing
to
Shiver after its merger.
The first issue came with the
usual tempting free gift and
it was one of four possible
practical jokes – a trick stick
of liquorice, a joke pencil, a
joke chocolate biscuit or a
trick tea spoon. Despite the
absence of the actual gift,
we were able to offer the
packet for the trick teaspoon. Accompanied with a Good+ example of
the comic the duo was bid to £19 in Nov. At the
same time we auctioned #3 with free gift
stickers. Admittedly only 1 of the 3 original
stickers remained but nevertheless the
punters thought it was worth £7.
THE AMAZING WORK OF KEN REID
Whoopee and Shiver and Shake were
noted for having three sister series of work
drawn by Ken Reid, former DC Thomson
artist who drew Roger the Dodger and
later Jonah in The Beano. Reid drew ‘The
Wanted’ – a rear cover feature from the
first issue of Whoopee – 9 Mar 1974 until 5
Sep 1974. Since the first issue of Shiver
and Shake (3 Oct 1973) Reid had been
drawing ‘Creepy Creations’ for its rear cover.
When Whoopee absorbed Shiver and Shake with
the 12 Sep 1974 issue, a new idea was started
called ‘World Wide Weirdies’ and these continued
until 1978. They were usually displayed in colour
on the back cover and were among the most
striking images to have appeared in the two titles. They were based on ideas submitted by
readers— anyone whose idea was used would win
a cash prize of two pounds!
WHIZZER AND CHIPS
Another successful title from IPC, lasting almost
exactly 21 years from Oct 1969 to Oct 1990
when it merged with Buster, Whizzer and Chips
ran for 1,092 issues.
The format was novel at the time in that it was
sold as being two comics in one. Chips, a
“companion paper to Whizzer” was included as a
centre page pull out and the first issue was
headed “NEW! Two comics for only 6D”.
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varying grades, with one superb cover pictured left.
MONSTER FUN

An
ongoing concept was that the two comics were
fierce rivals. A guest appearance by a character
from one of the comic strips in the story of one in
the other would be described as a "raid", and the
other comic would seek its revenge with a raid of
its own the following week. The first raid didn't
appear until issue 2.
Readers were encouraged to become either a
"Whizz-Kid" or a "Chip-ite", depending on which
section they preferred. The leader of the WhizzKids was a boy called Sid and his snake Slippy,
from the Sid’s Snake comic strip. The leader of
the Chip-ites was a boy called Shiner from the
comic strip of the same name, who had aspirations to become a boxer.
Many characters appeared over the years but
notable characters in Whizzer included Belle
Tent, Bobby’s Ghoul, Happy Families, Lazy
Bones, Minnie’s Mixer, Mystery Museum,
Sid’s Snake, Sweeny Toddler and Whizz
Wheels whilst in Chips there was Bewitched
Belinda, Buffalo Bill, Cocoa, Footsie the
Clown, Guy Gorilla, Junior Rotter, Town
Tarzan and Wear Em Out Wilf.
We were fortunate to be consigned the first
two issues and auctioned them in our Jul
sale with an impressive £110 for #1 and
£51 for #2 in around VG grade being
achieved. The same month the issue dated
30th Jun 1973
with free gift
joke book sold
for £11 in G/
VG grade and the
first Holiday Special from 1970
also made £11 in
Dec, albeit only
Fair. It was pleasing to showcase
some of the 1970s
Christmas issues
and despite low
prices of between
£1 and £6 each in

Our Market Report #2 included
some info on Monster Fun and
details of prices realised for
the first three issues. Of note
in the last six months was the
sale of the first issue complete
with its
rare free
gift
–
the plate wobbler! This
was a novelty item consisting of an inflatable rubber
bladder
and
a
handoperated pump; the bladder is placed under a plate
and inflating makes the
plate wobble. The original
owner consigned two copies of Monster Fun #1 –
one with an unopened gift
and one without – so presumably he wobbled some
plates with the missing
gift. We asked him if he remembered the wobbler
and he commented: “It's going back a few years
- well, over 40 actually - but I do have a memory
of using the plate wobbler. Yes, it did wobble
plates - you squeezed one
bulb and it inflated the
bulb at the other end of
the tube. This gave the
spooky effect of the plate
moving by itself. It only
really worked if you used it
under a tablecloth though,
otherwise the plastic tube
going under the plate gave
the game away!”

£50 took this unused gift,
sealed in original
packet,
with VG comic
to
its
new
owner.
Two
examples
of
the 1975 Monster Fun Holiday Special for
1975,
with
classic Robert
Nixon
front
cover,
were
sold in Sep
(Fine - £26)
and Nov (£15
– Fine/Very Fine). To read an article about Robert
Nixon, written by his daughter Cath, please
download our Beano & Dandy Collectors’ Club
newsletter
#8:
http://www.phil-comics.com/
-4NewsletterIssue8.pdf

CHEEKY
Cheeky was
published
every Monday by IPC
and ran for
117 issues
from 22 Oct
1977 to 2
Feb
1980.
We were very
pleased to offer
the first two
issues in Jul
with, for the
first time in the
case
of
#2,
their free gifts.
As if often seen,
the
increased
scarcity of a #2
issue secures a
higher
price
than #1 and
this
was
reflected with a price of £23 for #1 and a whopping
£165 for #2. Cheeky had vibrant centre page
pull-out posters as seen on the previous page.

tached to copies of The Beano!” A shame it doesn’t appear to be in their archives but maybe
one’s out there somewhere – in November 2014
we saw Dandy comic #12 – February 19th 1938 –
being auctioned with its free gift ‘The Dandy
Tasty Toffee’ sweet wrapper, so there’s hope yet!
Whilst selling some early Beano comics back in
Aug we came across the two adverts for edible
gifts – lovely stuff!

BEANO FREE GIFTS
We recently glanced through DC Thomson’s
“Dandy and Beano – More from the first fifty
years” book, published in 1989, and saw the following double page spread. Many of the gifts are
scarce but they do turn up, including the 1939
Big Bang Fun Gun, but one that really caught our
eye was a packet of Jelly Baby sweets, originally
given with #15, the first Fireworks Beano dated
5th November 1938. What a find that was – an
edible free gift from 1938 – when that photograph was taken and the book published in 1989,
those sweets were 50 years old! We contacted
DC Thomson about this rare item to see if they
still had it and a spokesperson for the firm said,
“We have some examples of free gifts from the
earlier DC Thomson publications but we’re some
way off having the full set. For obvious reasons,
perishable gifts such as sweets have not survived
from the 1930s era. We
do however find the occasional toffee bar still at-

You may have read the
article on Beano and Dandy free gifts in issue
three of our Collectors’ Club newsletter: http://
www.phil-comics.com/NewsletterIssue3.pdf. In it
you’ll learn that The Beano was generous with
giveaways in the first couple of years, offering no
fewer than 8 free gifts between #1 and #90. War
shortages meant it was another 20 years before
another freebie was given - indeed in 1960 the
Flying Snorter balloon was with #953 and the
Clicketty Clicker with #954. The readership would
likely have gone through two generations before
the next two gifts were seen in 1971. The simple
fact was The Beano didn’t need to issue free gifts
to entice readers—it was so popular and successful that the comic sold itself!
Back in Nov we were excited to sell for the first
time the free gift given with Beano comic #1523
(1971) – namely the Humming
Birdie. £65 took away this scarce
beauty, complete with original
elastic bands, to its very satisfied
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new owner. As per the norm, DC Thomson promoted the gifts with great adverts in the comics.
The trend often seen was to offer a gift in two
consecutive weeks – well the previous week in
issue #1522 saw the giving away of The Flying
Fizzer. We had to wait 25 years before finally
coming across an example of the Fizzer for our
own collection, pictured below. It still retains
much of its elasticity although we daren’t see if it
still fizzes!

were aware that
Allan Morley signed some of his work and that
this piece lacked his signature. Ray Moore very
kindly got in touch with the following text which

BEANO OFFICE, FLEET STREET
On the topic of The Beano, we have to make
mention of the festive Bash Street Kids scene
that was set up in the window of DC Thomson’s
Fleet Street ‘Beano’ office. On a pre-Christmas
shopping trip to London in December we took a
detour as seen here. Take an ‘elfie’ (selfie) was
the tag line used and encourage people to take
pics of themselves with the scene / elf in background and post it on social media. We read on
Twitter one day in December that they were giving away free copies of the 2016 Beano annual
outside the window
on the street. Wonder what they’ll do
next year with the
window?
ARTWORK
We’ve
continued
the sale of a small
collection of original
Dandy comic Keyhole Kate artwork.
In
September
a
piece from Dandy
#617 (1953) made
£42. In the listing
we speculated that
it had been drawn
by Allan Morley. We

cleared
nicely:

up

the

matter

“In your latest auctions you
have an original Keyhole
Kate strip. It isn't the work
of Allan Morley but was actually drawn by
Harry
Pease, brother of the more
famous
Albert
'Charlie'
Pease who was a mainstay
of Amalgamated Press (AP)
comic art for some forty
years. Harry Pease had also
worked extensively for the
AP but by the late 1940s,
unlike his brother, he was
finding work increasingly
hard to come by with them
so he turned his talents
elsewhere, including DC Thomson and Keyhole
Kate, on occasion, was one of the results. As a
rule, if an Allan Morley strip was published after
Jan 1947 in a DC Thomson publication, it would
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include his signature.”
We followed this sale up a couple of months later
with a Keyhole Kate page from much earlier. On
the reverse of the artwork was an ink stamp ‘21
Nov 1938’ and other markings suggesting it was
destined for Dandy comic #54 (10/12/1938) –
the artwork being drawn and processed a few
weeks before. However, the source we
obtained it from believed it came from
Dandy #66. Either way, from this period it would seem it was drawn by
Allan Morley, the long standing DC
Thomson staff artist who was eventually allowed to sign his work. This
page was bid to an almost identical
price of £43. During the auction we
again heard from Ray Moore who
commented:

Sincere thanks to Ray for his comments which
provide a fascinating insight into the goings on of
the art department of DC Thomson.

“The 'Keyhole Kate' strip you have for
auction was indeed first published in
Dandy No 66 but not in the form in
which it now exists. In the 1950s Allan
Morley was finding it difficult to supply
all his strips every week and as a result, as well as using other artists such
as Harry Pease on Keyhole Kate, Albert
Barnes the editor of the Dandy took to
reprinting some of Allan Morley's earlier work. In the case of Keyhole Kate
this meant that strips that had been
originally created in black and white,
for publication on page 2 of the comic
in the 1930s, found themselves being
coloured when reprinted in the 1950s
for publication of the Dandy’s back
page. That being the case the
artwork you have for sale, although certainly created in
1938 for publication in 1939,
is actually now in the form it
has existed in only since 1954
when the red colour was
added for its reappearance in
Dandy No 669 (18/9/1954).
At least thirty of the first hundred black and white Keyhole
Kate strips now only exist in
their reprint 'colour added'
state including the first Keyhole Kate strip from Dandy No
1.”

We’ve sold several pieces of later,
1970s and 1980s, art from titles
such as Pixie, Hey Diddle, Playhour and Teddy Bear annual but
of these the more interesting
pages were two front cover artworks. Firstly there was the cover
of the 1976 Toby Holiday Special
which sold for £30 back in Sep –
this had an acetate overlay which
overlaid the top and completed
the artwork for the cover (with
title logo and price) as it
was destined for both the
front cover and page 40.
Secondly, in Dec we sold the
cover art from Seven comic
#16 (1971) which was
bought by a local Sussex
collector for £26.
CEREAL ADVERTS IN COMICS
Just as comic characters
such as Dennis the Menace,
Desperate Dan, Dan Dare
and Judge Dredd are household names, so too are the
mascots for breakfast cereals. “They’re Gr-r-reat!” Tony The Tiger representing Frosties is
one of the most famous, having been
around since 1951 whilst “Snap,
Crackle and Pop” of Rice Krispies and
Professor Weeto are ones we recognise
from more recent years.
Amongst a huge comic collection we
acquired a couple of years ago we
found a ‘Force’ Cereal promotion from
1972. It featured Sunny Jim as the
cartoon character mascot used to promote the wheat flake. The item only
sold for 99p but the winning bidder,
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Nick Symes, got in touch
and discussed why he’d
bought it:
“I use comics as my main
source of information for
offers by cereal companies,
as I am completing a project to publish all the UK
cereal promotions I can
find on the internet. Visit
www.cerealoffers.com
to
see all those currently detailed. It is a massive task,
but comic adverts are the
best source of information as most of the cereal
companies don’t have any records. In terms of
adverts I am really interested in anything that
appears uncommon – probably in the lesser
known comics. I have all those from Eagle, Hotspur, Mickey Mouse, Lion etc covered, but I know
some of the nursery titles and possibly even the
girl’s comics have adverts I won’t have seen before.”

would be very pleased to hear from you at
nick@cerealoffers.com. Nick passed on his thanks
and added that often the same toys that were
given with comics were issued with cereals. He
sent us pics of a classic example of such a crossover was with this Sugar Puffs 1960 promotion
and 1963 Hotspur giveaway.

This is a fascinating insight into a world we never
really appreciated but one that clearly crossed
over into comics. Now being more aware, just
last week we came across this lovely Kellogg’s
Ricicles advert in a 1969 Teddy Bear comic and
emailled it to Nick, who was delighted. So, if you
come across any unusual cereal ads then Nick

Although promoting sweets rather than cereal,
it’s worth picturing
this stunning advert
that we keep coming across in comics
from the late 1970s.
This one came on
the back page of a
UK
Marvel
Hulk
comic from 1979.
Can you think of a
favourite
advert
from the comics?
All this chat of adverts and promotions makes us think
of the comic flyers
that we’re huge fans
of ourselves. We’ve
heard arguments to
suggest
they
shouldn’t
be
removed from the comic as they render the comic
incomplete. In part we can understand this point
of view, but they didn’t form part of the actual
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page count of the comic and we find many have
been removed by the original owner anyway. The
main reason we remove them is that they have
wonderful artwork and we feel if they’re kept
tucked inside a comic they are out of sight and
out of mind, which is a real shame. Here are
some of our favourites from our recent sales
which have tended to sell for an average of just
over £5 each.
ANNUALS
As you’d expect we sold a multitude of annuals
over the latter half of 2015. Two that immediately stand out from memory were a pair of the
first two Dalek Books
from 1964 and 1965,

G/VG grade in Nov for £16.
The first Film Fun Annual from 1938 was a
chunky book featuring stars of the day Laurel &
Hardy, Harold Lloyd, Joe Brown and Wheeler &
Woolsey. The VG/VG+ example went to its new
home for £40 in Oct. The
first Radio Fun annual
from 1940 was bid to
£21 in Oct. From a similar period, three Funny
Wonder
annuals
for
1939, 1940 and 1941
made £17 each, whilst
three
Japhet
and
Happy’s annuals from
the late 30s made a fiver
each.
DANDY MONSTER
COMIC
We consistently sell
Beano and Dandy
annuals and one
thing for sure is there has been a downward
trend in the prices of Dandy annuals, even
the Monster Comics, in recent years. Perhaps eBay has brought too many copies to
the fore in a relatively short space of time.
They certainly still sell so there is still interest in them, just supply is perhaps outstripping demand.

sold in Oct. We knew
these would be popular
and their Fine grade
was satisfied with a winning bid of £56 for #1
and £51 for #2. A reasonably worn Fireball XL5
annual for 1963 sold in

Back in Jul we auctioned a solid VG- example of the second Monster Comic from 1940
which garnered a price of £456. In Sep we
had no trouble selling the rare 1941 in Good-/
Good for £395, the buyer commenting he
thought it was better
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than expected. A slightly higher graded 1942
struggled and only made £123 in Dec although a
Good+ 1947 made £135 in Oct. We were commissioned to sell four 1940s Monster Comics
which had had some restoration work in the form
of rebound spines and, in some cases, new
boards. Some had the original spine and cover
paper overlaid and some had colour photocopies.
A couple of the books had photocopied pages replacing those that were missing. They were presentable but with the apparent lack of demand
for even original Dandy
Books,
they
weren’t
overly sought-after. 1944
made £100, 1945 £77,
1946 £85, 1948 £41 and
1949 £33. The vendor,
who was a long term collector before deciding to
sell up, did a good deed
in restoring likely very
tatty books to presentable examples but many
buyers want originals
with no restoration.
1950S BEANO BOOKS
Some key results in the
Beano category were attained due, in part, to
their high grade. A VG/Fine 1954 made £91 in Jul
and a Fine+ 1956 a pound more at £92 in Sep.

Fiercely contested was
a Fine+ 1958 at £177 in Dec with stunning Bash
Street Kids endpapers by Leo Baxendale
(pictured below). Also in Dec a Fine+ 1959 just
tipped the scales at 100 pounds in the same
month. We very much like the title page of the
1950s books and here
are a couple:

THE BROONS & OOR
WULLIE
Published weekly in the Sunday Post Fun Section
since 1936, the Broons and Oor Wullie are Scotland’s best loved family and son respectively. In
our first Market Report, a year ago, we reported
a rare find of four former DC Thomson hardback
file copies of Oor Wullie annuals (1950, 1952,
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1954 and 1956). We held back the
1952 edition as we adore the cover
and couldn’t quite bring ourselves
to part with it, but eventually took
the plunge in Nov and the bidding
soared to £947 – the highest price
of all four copies sold. This example
was arguably the Managing Editor
Robert Low’s personal copy as the
pencil writing “RD Low” was seen at
the very top of the first page.

Oct a number of the Oor Wullie counterpart from 1981 to 1993 sold for a
little over £8 each on average. This
was significantly less than those sold
a year ago which made up to £40
each.
OOR WULLIE BUCKET TRAIL

Back to the regular annuals, the
best example we have seen of the
1958 Oor Wullie annual was sold in Dec for £86
whilst a VG- 1955 Broons book made £82 in Oct.
Any Broons and Oor Wullie pre-1955 are significantly harder to find

than their later versions and this was reflected in a price of £43 being obtained for a coverless 1953 Broons book.
The title pages in these annuals are also superb
and here are two from the 1953 Broons and
1950 Oor Wullie.
For the first time in Nov we sold some original
Sunday Post Fun sections in the form of an amateur binding of the near full year from 1982.
Some 102 strips were included and the noteworthy item sold for £32.
In Jul the one and only Broons Summer Fun Special of 1982 fetched £11 whilst between Jul and

Talking of Oor Wullie, he is currently
a hot topic of conversation north of
the border and in particular in Dundee, home of DC Thomson, as the
summer of 2016 will see the Oor
Wullie Bucket Trail. The trail is a major public arts event that will see the streets of
Dundee and beyond come to life with a spectacle
of colour of 50 giant Oor Wullie sculptures. The
project, a collaboration between The Archie Foundation, DC Thomson and Wild in Art will capture
the hearts and
minds of the
public and encourage
locals
to
become
‘tourists in our
own City’ and
attract visitors
from all over. A
map will be created
to
give
read e rs
the
chance to hunt
out
all
the
sculptures and
at
the
same
time
raise
money for the appeal. The sculptures will be
beautifully decorated by local and national artists
as well as household names from the worlds of
film, music, art, animation and fashion. At the
end of ten weeks out and about, the sculptures
will be put on display in Dundee City Square and
then auctioned off at a special event to help raise
funds for The Archie Foundation’s Tayside Appeal
to create a twin theatre suite for the children’s
hospital. See http://oorwulliebuckettrail.com/ for
more details.
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MORRIS HEGGIE
The eagle-eyed will have noticed Morris Heggie
kneeling in the lower left corner of the image of
the Oor Wullie sculpture on the previous page. In
Oct 2015 news of the retirement of Morris Heggie
from DC Thomson was reported.

He added that bringing such historic characters
into the modern era for 48 years was an enjoyable challenge. In recent years Oor Wullie has
acquired a mobile phone and is a "dab hand" on
the tablet, but Mr Heggie says despite these
technological advances, "Wullie will still mostly
be found with two tin cans and a bit of string".
For his last edited Broons story, which appeared
in the Sunday Post just before Christmas, Mr
Heggie took inspiration from a recent weather
phenomenon. He said: "Although the clothes they
wear may be more suited to the 1950s, you have
to contemporise it with the storylines. So we've
featured the first ever storm with a name this
week, inspired by Storm Abigail. We quite often
show celebrities in it too. You'd be surprised how
many celebrities love The Broons and Oor Wullie."
A short video of Morris discussing his retirement
can be viewed here:

It was reported in the Scottish news that longstanding editor Morris Heggie who worked on The
Dandy, Broons and Oor Wullie for almost 50
years had retired. Morris, who has since turned
65, joined DC Thomson straight from school,
aged 17, in 1969. He began as a copyboy but
soon rose through the ranks as his talent for
writing the storylines for the firm's stable of comics became apparent.
He edited The Dandy between 1986 and 2006,
and oversaw the comic and its sister title, The
Beano, transition to television and then onto the
internet.
He said: "After all these years, I would think I'm
the end of an era. I started here in 1969 and this
was a time when DC Thomson wanted you to
come in from school rather than go to university
or college. They wanted to give you the training.
I was probably the last of these guys. At first I
was a copyboy on The Rover, which was an alltext boys comic. I ran up and down the stairs
holding massive things called galley proofs,
which were hot metal single columns that had to
be subbed, proofed, cut and put together. You
could maybe get away with one spelling or grammatical mistake in a week, two you were in big
trouble, but three and you were looking for another job."
Morris added that the characters in the comics he
worked for have become like friends. "The best
thing about DC Thomson was we had fantastic
characters to work with" he said. "Personally, I
think I’m a Broon. I’ve got this great crush on
Daphne Broon. You get very close to them because they’re such likable folk. I do feel quite
protective."

http://news.stv.tv/tayside/1332484-legendarybroons-and-oor-wullie-writer-retires-after-50years/
From a personal viewpoint, we knew Morris
mainly as a comic’s historian and he was heavily
involved in two superb books which you may
have: “The History of The Beano” and “The Art
and History of the Dandy: 75 Years of Biffs,
Bangs and Banana Skins”. If you haven’t got a
copy of these, they’re well worth buying and appear to be available to buy on both eBay and
Amazon.
A theme developing in this newsletter of long
term employees of DC Thomson – Morris Heggie
and next up Bill Ritchie, but that’s not all. We’re
in regular contact with a gent called Peter Anderson who also enjoyed a long career with DC
Thomson. Peter has written a document describing his work at the firm as a re-toucher and includes several images of original artwork. You
can read this soon on the Market Report & Links
page of our website:
http://www.phil-comics.com/sales.php
BILL RITCHIE COLLECTION
In November and December we auctioned approximately 140 lots that came from long term
DC Thomson staff artist Bill Ritchie’s personal collection. The collection had been consigned to us
by Peter Hansen, lifelong comic collector and
British comic’s historian, who had formed a close
friendship with Bill and his wife Ann over the past
fifteen years. Bill had a very long and distinguished career with DC Thomson from the 1950s
to the 1990s. He sadly passed away in 2010 and
Ann believed Bill would have liked fellow historian
Peter to receive his entire archive of comic material.
As part of the archiving of Bill’s vast collection,
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Peter produced a very informative 42 page biography of Bill’s career, with many illustrations of
printed material, original artwork and neverseen-before rough sketches. Well worth a read
and you can download this directly here:
http://www.phil-comics.com/bill.pdf
Having known Bill for years and conducted much
research into his work, Peter views Bill as being
in the same calibre of artists as Dudley Watkins,
Leo Baxendale and Ken Reid. His characters were
not necessarily household names like Desperate
Dan, Minnie the Minx or The Bash Street Kids but
Bill was able to produce a large volume of work
each week, on time, of a consistent nature and
quality for his entire career.
Bill worked for many Editors over the years including Harold Moon, Ian Chisholm, Walter
Fearn, Ron Fraser and Harold Crammond. He was
responsible for drawing Baby Crockett in The

liminary character design sheet for one of Bill
Ritchie’s iconic characters, Barney Bulldog.
Drawn in or around 1968, very few preliminary
roughs ever make it to the market; far, far fewer
than original artwork that appears on the page.
The rough gives the comic fan an idea into how
the artist sees the character and its personality.
More on the prize shortly, but first, let’s discuss a
few of the more interesting items from the collection.
Much of the post-1975 material wasn’t necessarily scarce in its own right, but it had been well
preserved and attracted some keen bidding. For
the first time we sold Bimbo and Little Star
books, both of which contained his longest drawn
character, Baby Crockett. In Bill’s biography
you’ll see the original cover rough for the 1970
Bimbo annual. The books were high grade and
likely bought from new by Bill. Bimbo Books 1976
to 1980 inclusive sold for an average price of £8
each whilst each Little Star for the same period
sold for £5 each.
Fine #1 and #2 Topper Summer Specials from
1983 and 1984 made £6 and £13 whilst the first
Beezer Summer Special with the classic Raleigh
Chopper cover reached £12 in G/VG grade. A
beautiful high grade run of full / near full years of
Beezer comic from 1983-1990 made £36 a year
on average. When Beezer ended it was merged
with Topper to form a joint title which itself
lasted three years and 153 issues. Bill had collected virtually every issue and when sold in year
batches they reached £113 collectively.
A collection of 32 Plug comics from 1977-78 in
Fine grade made £34, the first Sparky Book from
1967 exceeded expectations at £39 in VG-, the
twelfth Oor Wullie Summer Fun Special of 1992
hit £23 in Fine- shape and the 1971 Dandy Summer Special made a tenner, graded VG/Fine.

Beezer comic from the first appearance in #34
(Sep 1956) and each and every week until
#1809 (Sep 1990), some 34 years. He also drew
Baby Crockett in Bimbo and Little Star, Toots in
Bunty for some 30 years, Uncle Windbag in The
Beano, Pip the Penguin and Billy Big Ears in
Bimbo, The Moonsters and Barney Bulldog in
Sparky, Dicky Burd and Hairy Dan the Football
Fan in The Beezer and much, much more, so
please do read the full bio!
Peter’s main interest in comics focusses on the
Golden Age of British comics from 1950 to 1975
and so he consigned all of the post-1975 material
to us to auction. Each item was issued with a
certificate of authenticity, designed by Mike
Higgs and included many of Bill’s characters, to
show that it originated from the Bill Ritchie archive.
The high bidder for each successful item received
one entry into a prize draw for an original pre-

There was some duplication in Bunty Summer
Specials from 1980 to 1993 and a number of
these, mainly in Fine or higher grade averaged
£12 each. Interestingly, from the early to mid
1980s the covers began to be composed of photographs rather than comic art as Bunty was
competing more and more with glossy magazines
rather than other comics.
So, just before Christmas once all the bids had
come in and auctions ended, the draw was conducted and the lucky winner revealed as Henk
Wuis from the Netherlands, pictured here with
the framed prize! Henk has bought a number of
British comics from us over the last 12 to 18
months and so, being Dutch and living in the
Netherlands, we asked Henk about his collecting:
“I have been collecting (Dutch) comics for 40
years now and only started collecting British
comics in 2013. I bought some British war comics
(Commando, War Picture Library) from a Dutch
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collector and when I found out that
the Commando series was still running and over
4,500 issues were published I thought it would
be nice to have a complete collection of this series. It took me 18 months to complete that task,
but I couldn't have done it so quickly without the
help of a few UK-sellers/collectors who helped
me find missing numbers. I now have 12,000
pocket-sized war comics in my collection and I
think there are about 1,500 more to look for to
complete all the series. Just recently I started
collecting all different kinds of annuals, a phenomenon unknown in the Dutch comic-world so
it's interesting for me to see how many of them
are/were published in the UK. I have also bought
some "weekly paper" comics lately but to collect
all numbers of series like Beano and Dandy is
impossible of course (too rare/expensive) so I'm
not sure if this is a wise collecting-strategy since
I'm allergic to incomplete series...”
Ah, a man after many a collector’s heart being a
completist! It would be great to hear about some
of those Dutch comics so with any luck we’ll have
a feature on them in our next Market Report out
in August.
THE BEANO CROSSES TO ASIA
Talking of interest in British comics from overseas, we received the following email back in October: “Hey Phil, greetings from China! I've
moved over here to become a Headmaster. To
my utter delight, strangely in a NEW bookstore in
Shanghai, I came across four Beano annuals.
How on earth they ended up over here is beyond
me, each of them have inscriptions in them from
the owners grandparents! Thought I'd just share

this with you as, although they are not
rare, they are extremely precious over
here and are currently being lovingly
shared by 500 of our
primary school students. There is virtually nothing like the
Beano in view of Chinese comics and they
certainly bought a
smile to my student’s
faces! Just a shame that I only have four annuals! Adam Teitge.”
Ed: Hey Adam, what an exciting venture! Great
to hear the Beano has made it over to China maybe they like the British humour? Must say
that in all our years trading, apart from a long
term collector in Singapore, we’ve never posted
any comics or annuals out to China (*raises eyebrow… if the Chinese market can be cracked, the
sky’s the limit!*). We get offered modern collections of comics (1980s onwards) every week that
we have to turn down and we know in some
cases they’re taken to the tip… shame they can’t
be shipped out by Surface Mail and enjoyed by
school kids out there.
UK MARVEL
Steadily we’re branching into UK Marvel titles and
this was helped considerably with a huge collection consigned by a local Sussex gent parting
with his childhood stash. And what a stash it
was! Large consecutive runs from #1, complete
sets, uniform grade with the vast majority having
been read just once, if at all, and most graded as
Very Fine. Free gifts we hear you ask? Yep, almost all present and unused! We were very impressed indeed as were the buyers, as the following two quotes demonstrate when the high bidders received the Secret Wars and Transformers
comics:
“I have genuinely never seen British weeklies in
such good condition – most of them were in a
worse state straight after leaving the newsagent!
(folded in half to go through letter box, delivery
names on front/back covers, water damage from rain). I genuinely don’t know
how the original owner stored them so
perfectly.”
“…. the comics arrived today and to say
that I’m happy is an understatement. For
the best part of 30 years I’ve been trying
to piece together a collection of these in
the best condition possible and mine
doesn’t even come close to these. Their
condition is utterly incredible to me and
truly a dream come true.”
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and Tie Fighter cardboard cut-out models
(unused) flew to £54 and £47 in Oct in VG/FN
grade.
Naturally, in 1983 when the third instalment of
the film Return of the Jedi was released, a comic
of the same name followed. We split a collection
of #1-155 (1983-1986) into two equal sized
batches and, in Very Fine grade and 8 free gifts
in each, the bidding sailed to £82 and £84 per
batch in Dec.
GIRL

We asked the vendor and he came back with: “I
think by the time I got seriously into comics during my early teens, most were read once and
then stored away – and to be honest I think
many of those from the late eighties onwards
were probably unread.”
Their high grade was rewarded with some
equally impressive prices. Take the full set of 332
Transformers comics (1984-1988) for example,
sold in Nov and Dec; two copies of #1 with free
gift made £64 and £62 each, whilst two copies of
#2 with gift hit £34 and £33. On both occasions
the underbidder of the first couldn’t click “buy”
fast enough when the second-chance offer came
through. The lone #3 with gift came in at £51.
The remainder of the collection was split into two
batches; #4-150, with 23 giveaways, was
fiercely contested to £325
and warranted the feedback above, whilst #151332, with 17 gifts, was bid
to £122.
Interest in Star Wars has
always been healthy not
least with the release of
Star Wars: Episode VII—
The Force Awakens in late
2015. So a collection of
original Star Wars Weekly
comics from 1978-1983
sold well; #1 and 2 with
their giveaway X-Fighter

In addition to Eagle, Hulton Press published Girl
which ran alongside Eagle from 1951 to 1964 and
enjoyed a 664 issue run before being absorbed
by Princess. Many toys and games were produced in the 1950s that were linked with Eagle
comic, such as Dan Dare Space gun and minicine
films. Girl was no different and we came across
two separate film strips for a Girl ‘film’ in a delightful original box. In Jul and Sep these sold for
£5 and £13 each.

Girl also offered their readership membership to
Girl club. Members were known as ‘Girl Adventurers’ and the badge showed a girl’s head with
flowing hair and was the same emblem that
formed the logo for the title banner of Girl comic
and annual, as pictured here. Membership included enrolment into the junior branch of ‘Our
Dumb Friend’s League’ which was affiliated to the
Blue Cross organisation for Animal Welfare. The
badge was made from die-stamped brass with a
pin clasp and maker’s name on the reverse –
F&S. Ltd, B’ham (Fattorini

& Sons Ltd). It had an
eye for an attachment
and measured 1 x 1
inch. Worth a mention
despite selling for just
£5 in Jul.
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WHAM! ANNUALS
In Oct we sold a truly superb
inclusive
run
of
Wham! annuals from 1966
to 1972. All from the same
original
source
they
graded at Very Fine and
were essentially as good
as the day they were
printed. We love the cover
artwork on the first few
annuals and the first few
had the cover scene continue over to the inside front cover, which was a
great introduction to the book. It made the
reader feel like they were escaping into a brightly
coloured world of fun and daftness.
The covers of the 1967, 1968 and 1969 annuals
were drawn by Graham Allen whilst the 1970 had
a change with Mike Brown and Gordon Hogg for
1971. Perhaps the original owner of our run didn’t like the merge with Pow! as our run stopped
there, but for completeness we have included
pictures of the 1973 and 1974 covers of the combined Wham! and Pow! Annuals (Source: Lew
Stringer). There’s an interesting feature on
Wham annuals on Lew Stringer’s site: http://
lewstringer.blogspot.co.uk/2013/11/whamannual-cover-gallery.html
As for prices, our Very Fine examples sold as follows; 1966 (£18), 1967 (£25), 1968 (actually

graded as Near Mint: £28), 1969 (£19), 1970
(£18), 1971 (£6) and 1972 (£17). Impressive to
say the least but that’s high grade for you.
Look out for Wham comics #1-28 inclusive, the
full complement from 1964, in our March 2016
auction!
2000AD
We didn’t sell any 2000AD of serious note in this
sales period other than VFN- and NM examples of
Star Lord Annual 1981 and 1982. Their high
grade warranted a price of £18 the pair in Oct.
Similarly high graded VFN examples of Best of
2000AD Monthly #1-4 plus 3 others (1985-1986)
made £24 the lot in Oct.
Post Prog 100 issues of 2000AD are quite hard to
sell – again a supply and demand problem – but
we did sell a lovely run of 348 issues from #311815 and twenty quid was their sale price.
Pre-100 issues of 2000AD are collectable and especially the banned issues 71, 72, 77 and 78.
We’ve not sold any in this period but fans of
these early issues may have read news that the
‘banned’ Judge Dredd strips mocking McDonalds,
Burger King, Green Giant and more are to be officially reprinted for the first time in a book titled
Judge Dredd: The Cursed Earth Uncensored.
‘The Cursed Earth’ was an epic Judge Dredd story
that spanned many issues but landed in hot water when two episodes featured parodies of a
number of prominent corporate characters in a
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tire run of Judge Dredd available has
seen each volume become a bestseller
throughout the last decade. In this special edition of The Cursed Earth you’ll
see pages from the legendary artists
Brian Bolland and Mike McMahon, unseen for 37 years, in unparalleled quality.”
When we’ve sold original examples of
2000AD Progs 71, 72, 77 and 78 in our
auctions they have always attracted
keen interest so we’ve no doubt this
book will be a success, much like the
other epic Judge Dredd reprints.
derogatory fashion mocking the culture surrounding American consumerism. Prog 72 hosted ‘Burger Wars’, written by
John Wagner with art by Brian Bolland, which

The book will retail at £24.72, is due to
be released on July 12th 2016 and is available for
pre-order on Amazon, so snap up your copy now!
Some
images
here
sourced from downthetubes.net.
Oh, and watch out
for 2000AD Prog 1 to
20 inclusive in our
sale in Mar 2016!
LOOK-IN & POP
TITLES

mocked Burger King and Ronald McDonald, whilst
‘Soul Food’, drawn by the same artist but written
by Jack Adrian, appeared in Prog 77. The strip
incensed the makers of Green Giant by depicting
the Jolly Green Giant as an Evil Green Giant.
The possibility of legal action at the time meant
that such parodies were pulled from future issues
but, for the first time, a recent change in UK law
governing parody, Rebellion Publishing have announced the news 2000AD fans have waited a
long, long time for.
Ben Smith, head of
books
and
comic
books at Rebellion,
said: “The most common
question
we
have been asked at
conventions over the
years is ‘Will you be
reprinting
‘Burger
Wars’?’ It’s a delight,
and frankly a relief,
to be able to finally
say ‘Yes!’ Our mission to make the en-

Graham Kibble-White
devotes five pages in
his British Comics
book to Look-In, describing
it
as
“excitingly modern”
and
“reassuringly
old-fashioned”, proving to
be “a winning formula that
many would try to copy”.
Whilst Mum would have
her TV Times, kids would
get Look-In. Thus it was
essentially a Junior TV
Times and indeed this became the comic’s adopted
subtitle for most of its life.
As with most titles, Specials would emerge and in
the case of Look-In these
were ‘Summer Extra
Specials’. They had vibrant colours with covers featuring pop stars
of the day such as Elton
John and Gary Glitter.
In our experience these
tend to be popular and
this was reflected with
prices of £32, £6 and
£16 realised in Nov for
the 1973, 1974 and
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1975 editions, all in VG shape.
We also auctioned off a couple each of Mates,
Pink and Pink Pop Specials from the same period
– the first time we’ve handled these - and they
tended to fetch around £10 each in mid grade.
BEEZER BOOK 1958
We mentioned in our #2 Market Report that we
were hunting down a copy of the first Beezer
Book with a full spine, a tall order it has proved
itself to be. Having sold an example with no
spine for £5 in Feb 2015, followed by one with ½
spine for £11 in May 2015, the Bill Ritchie collection unearthed an example with ¾ of its spine
present and this sold for £29. But then came the

example we’ve been waiting for – full spine, vibrant colours and in Fine/Very Fine grade the
bidding went to a well deserved £128 in Oct. The

first Beezer Book had wonderful cover artwork by
George Drysdale with Leo Baxendale endpapers.
MARVELMAN, YOUNG MARVELMAN AND MARVELMAN
FAMILY
The following has been taken from Wikipedia and
gives a great account of these titles: “In 1953,
the American company Fawcett Comics, which
was the U.S. publisher of Captain Marvel, discontinued the title because of a lawsuit from DC
Comics. Len Miller and his company L Miller &
Son, Ltd. had been publishing black and white
reprints of the series, along with other Fawcett
titles, in the UK, and rather than stopping he
turned to comic packager
Mick Anglo for help continuing or replacing the
comic. They transformed
Captain Marvel to Marvelman while Miller continued his other Fawcett
reprint titles and used
logos and trademarks
that looked significantly
like Fawcett's. This added
to the appearance that
the Fawcett line was continuing, and that Marvelman was still Captain
Marvel, in order to retain
the audience.
Marvelman
was
very
similar to Captain Marvel; a young reporter
named Micky Moran encounters an astrophysicist, instead of a wizard,
who gives him superpowers based on atomic
energy instead of magic.
To transform into Marvelman, he speaks the
word "Kimota", which is
phonetically
"atomic"
backwards, rather than
"Shazam". Instead of
Captain Marvel Jr. and
Mary Marvel, Marvelman
was joined by Dicky Dauntless, a teenage messenger boy who became Young Marvelman, and
young Johnny Bates, who became Kid Marvelman; both of their magic words were
"Marvelman".
Captain Marvel #19 and Captain Marvel, Jr. #19
announced the forthcoming replacement of these
heroes, and with issue number 25 of each title,
both cover-dated 3 February 1954, they were
retitled as Marvelman and Young Marvelman.
Marvelman Family was added to the lineup two
years later. Among the studio artists Anglo assembled to produce the comics were Denis Gif-
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importing of comics from the USA. The blackand-white Marvelman books were unable to
compete with the full color imports, forcing Miller
to cancel Marvelman Family, downgrade the
other two titles to monthly status, and use reprinted adventures for their content. The two
series managed to survive until 1963, when
Miller ceased publication and filed for bankruptcy.”

ford and Don Lawrence. Marvelman and Young
Marvelman each had 346 issues (#25–370), being published weekly except for the last 36 issues, which were monthly, reprinting old stories. Marvelman Family was a monthly which
usually featured Marvelman, Young Marvelman
and Kid Marvelman together, from October 1956
to
November
1959.
A
variety
of Marvelman and Young Marvelman albums
were printed annually from 1954 to 1963.
Mick Anglo's association with Len Miller ended in
1960. A disgruntled Anglo then recycled some of
his Marvelman stories as Captain Miracle, published under his Anglo Comics imprint, which
folded in 1961. Anglo always claimed ownership
of Marvelman and although creator's rights were
almost unheard of in the British comics industry
of the 1950s and 1960s, at least some of Anglo's
Marvelman stories do have a tiny "© Mick Anglo"
in the margins, lending a measure of credibility
to Anglo's claim.
At the height of their success, the British
"Marvels" saw a series of Italian reprints. Gordon
and Gotch, one of Australia's largest comics publishers, also published reprint editions. In Brazil,
British Marvelman stories were reprinted in the
same titles as Fawcett's original Captain Marvel.
However, in Brazil, Marvelman became Jack Marvel.
Though the Marvelman titles were very successful for a considerable time, this changed abruptly
in 1959 when changes in British law allowed the

The sale of a vast collection of these two titles
from the 50s has continued and 21 issues of
Young Marvelman averaged £7 each whilst 24
Marvelman came in at £8 each. In the stash
were three issues of Marvelman Family, including #4 and 5. In Good- to VG+ grade, they each
made just shy of £27 in Dec. We have several
more from this collection which we’ll be listing
over the course of
2016.
THRILLER COMICS
LIBRARY
As mentioned in our
intro, we plan to expand our Market Report
to include more general
features on the subject
of British comics. What
better way to kick start
that than by inviting
guest writers to contribute. Norman Wright
very kindly wrote articles for our Beano &
Dandy Collectors’ Club
newsletters some years
ago and he welcomed
the opportunity for this
newsletter, especially as
he retired as a vintage
comic dealer in 2015 but
is still very much an avid
collector and enthusiast!
One of Norman’s great
passions is the Thriller
Comics Library from the
1950s, which ties in very
nicely with a number of
sales of this title in the
last
twelve
months,
with more to follow in
2016.
Our sincere thanks to
Norman for supplying
the following article and
accompanying images
from
his
collection,
which we hope you enjoy.
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THRILLER COMICS LIBRARY
THE SUPREME ADVENTURE STRIP MONTHLY
By Norman Wright
To understand the development of the British
adventure strip and the events that led up to its
Golden Age, as exemplified in the pages of
Thriller Comics during the 1950s, we must begin
by looking at Knockout comic, a decade earlier.
Knockout’s founding editor, Edward Holmes, was
an enthusiastic supporter of the adventure strip
genre. Indeed he had been editor of the Amalgamated Press’ first attempt at an all picture story
weekly, the short-lived publication, Film Picture
Stories. The failure of that comic had prompted
the directors of the Amalgamated Press to forbid
a similar approach being adopted with Knockout.
Undaunted, Holmes gradually introduced more
strips, both humorous and dramatic, into the
new comic and, being something of a connoisseur, he was careful to use only the best possible
artists.
In the mid-1940s he was joined on the staff by
Leonard Matthews, a kindred spirit who, like
Holmes, had an eye for artistic talent. In 1948
Matthews took over as editor of Knockout and
began introducing even more adventure strips
and building up a stable of first class artists. Matthews was an excellent scriptwriter who loved
swashbuckling tales and his fine scripts, coupled
with outstanding artwork, resulted in Knockout

offering readers an unprecedented number of superlative adventure strips during the late 1940s.
These included ‘Dick Turpin’s Ride to York’,
‘Breed of the Brudenels’, ‘Captain Flame’ and
‘The Saga of Eric the Red’, all scripted by
Mathews and drawn by Derek Eyles, H.M. Brock,
Septimus E. Scott and Reginald Heade respectively. With such a wealth of talent on his team it
is little wonder that Matthews’ comic was such a
success.
1949 and 1950 were formative years for the British adventure strip. In 1949 the Amalgamated
Press acquired Sun and Comet, two photogravure
comics previously published by J.B. Allen. Ted
Holmes was given Comet and Leonard Matthews
edited Sun. Within weeks of the acquisition
Holmes and Matthews began building their weeklies into dynamic, strip-packed comics. The transformation was to culminate a couple of years
later, in 1952, when both comics became comicbook size.
1949 was the year of greatest importance, not
only to the emergence of the Thriller Comics Library but to the whole history of the pocket book
adventure comic. This was the year when Ted
Holmes was tasked with creating a series of predominantly western comic-book style comics for
the Australian market. These large-size comic
books were launched in July, 1949 and proved so
popular in the antipodes that Holmes proposed a
similar publication for UK consumption. He discovered that the only printing press with spare
capacity was that used for the pocket-sized Sexton Blake Library. Undeterred he prepared a
dummy issue in that small size, was given permission to go ahead with it, and the first two
numbers of the pocket-sized Cowboy Comics Library, one featuring Buck Jones and the other Kit
Carson, went on sale in April, 1950.
Despite being launched with little in the way of
publicity, the new format comic began to build a
healthy circulation and the AP realised that with
their pocket-sized comic library they had, inadvertently, hit upon a winning formula. Keen to
consolidate on their initial success, in November,
1951, a companion comic, entitled the Thriller
Comics Library was launched. The title allowed
for a wide number of genres that could be published within its 64 pages but, from the beginning, stories of historical action and adventure
dominated.
The first issue featured the Three Musketeers in a
reprint of the 1949 Knockout serial, ‘The Iron
Mask’, which was itself based on the Douglas
Fairbanks silent film. In the original strip the
Musketeers all die in the end but, as Holmes intended to use the characters in future issues of
the library, W. Bryce-Hamilton, the artist of the
original strip, re-drew a number of frames to give
the Thriller Comics version a happy ending!
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Above: Original art from the cover of Thriller Picture Library #80

Number 2 featured
another character who
would become a favourite in the comic
over the years: Dick
Turpin. The issue consisted of three adventures of the dashing
highwayman.
First
came a reprint of
Derek Eyles’ masterly
1948 Knockout serial
‘Dick Turpin’s Ride to
York’. This was accompanied by ‘Dick
Turpin to the Rescue’
drawn by Colin Merritt, and ‘Dick Turpin
and the Goldsmith’s
Daughter’, which introduced the art of
Stephen Chapman to
the library. Chapman
was a seasoned illustrator who filled his
frames with exquisite
detail. He is best remembered by Thriller
Comic readers and
collectors for the ten
Three Musketeer issues he contributed
to the Library.
Towards the end of 1952 Ted Holmes was asked
to create a third pocket library to be entitled Super Detective Library and the extra workload this
would entail resulted in Leonard Matthews taking
over the editorship of Thriller Comics. This was a
task he relished and he set about putting his
stamp on the publication.
While in their original format Knockout adventure
strips offered beautifully crafted adventures, they
did not always show to advantage when reprinted in the smaller Thriller Comics pages.
Cropping of some of the original frames was often required and this is sometimes evident in the
library reprints. After Matthews took over as editor and as the circulation of Thriller Comics continued to grow, he tried to keep such reprints to
a minimum and concentrated on publishing strips
especially drawn for the Library by his evergrowing band of artists.
Leonard Matthews had a keen eye for artistic talent. He knew what he liked and found from experience that more often than not his readers
agreed with his taste. He aimed high and was
able to persuade the likes of H.M. Brock, John
Millar Watt and Septimus Scott, all renowned illustrators, to produce work for the library. He
used tried and tested illustrators like Eric Parker,

Derek Eyles and Stephen Chapman, while at the
same time keeping an eye open for fresh talent.
If he saw a new book he would invariably look
and see if the illustrator had potential to draw for
the growing number of comics he edited. It was
in such a way that he discovered Patrick Nicolle,
an artist whose knowledge of arms, armour and
medieval life was put to such good use in many
strips in Sun, Comet, Knockout and, of course,
Thriller Comics.
It was not long until, under the editorship of Leonard Matthews, the majority of the Library’s output consisted of strip adaptations of classic and
popular historical novels where ‘The Count of
Monte Cristo’ rubbed shoulders with ‘Lorna
Doone’ and ‘Hereward the Wake’. The scripting
was excellent, invariably capturing the essence of
the original novels and this was matched by the
high quality of the artwork by Leonard Matthew’s
hand-picked team of artists. Some of the strips
remain vivid in the memory years after the initial
reading. Who can forget Tom Peddie’s ‘Hereward
the Wake’, the artist’s almost archaic Victorian
style, with its filigree line work, perfectly capturing the medieval mood of Kingsley’s novel? Or
the shadow-wrapped, Gothic figure-work of
Robert Forrest who brought a brooding menace
to such stories as ‘The Mystery of the Red Barn’
and ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’.
By 1955 the classics
were being interspersed with issues
featuring
popular
historical
heroes
such as Dick Turpin,
The Three Musketeers, Rob Roy and,
most frequently of
all,
Robin
Hood.
Many artists were
responsible for these
strips but for readers
at the time and for
collectors today certain artists will be
forever
identified
with particular characters. Few would
argue that the best
of the full-length
Dick Turpin strips
were drawn by C.L.
Doughty,
whose
d e b o n a i r ,
swashbuckling style
never loses its appeal. Steve Chapman was the artist
we always hoped
would be drawing
the
latest
Three
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Musketeers
adventure and, when it
came to Robin Hood,
Reg Bunn and Pat
Nicolle are regarded
by most aficionados
as the two artists
most able to depict
the Greenwood Outlaw with the necessary panache.
In March, 1957, the
comic’s title became
Thriller Picture Library
and
this
change
coincided
with the beginning of
a shift in readers’
tastes. Historical adventures
gradually
began to give way to
war-related
strips.
‘Battler Britton’ made
his debut in the Library in February,
1957, and, by the
start of 1958, he had
become a regular.
Robin Hood continued
to appear more or
less monthly until
No. 303, published
in February, 1960,
when that issue became not only the
last
Robin
Hood
number but also the
final historical adventure to appear in
the series. Robin
Hood’s place was
taken by ‘Dogfight
Dixon’ who joined
‘Spy 13’ and ‘Battler
Britton’ on the roster
of regular characters
who were to dominate the Library for
the final three years
of its existence.

ing over one hundred of its full-colour covers was
Septimus E. Scott R.A. His work had the look,
feel and quality of the ‘old masters’. As Leonard
Matthews once commented to David Ashford and
myself on one of our frequent visits to see him:
“they [Scott’s cover paintings] could easily have
graced the walls of any stately home.” Much of
the Library’s enduring appeal can be attributed to
the wonderful Sep. Scott cover art. At the time of
their original publication his covers beguiled
readers with their promise of adventure. Now,
sixty years on, Scott’s artwork is still working its
magic on collectors, many of whom were not
even born when the Library was being published.
It is the allure of their magnificent covers, coupled with the unsurpassed quality of the art and
scripting of the strips during its halcyon years,
that will ensure that the Thriller Comics Library
remains collected and highly regarded by everyone who appreciates British adventure strip art at
its best.
NOTE:
For further reference see the excellent, highly
illustrated reference work:
‘The Fleetway Picture Library Index Volume 2,
The Thriller Libraries’ Compiled by David Ashford
& Steve Holland, Published by Book Palace Books
www.bookpalacebooks.com

During the comics
Golden Years, the period between 1952
and 1957, the look of
Thriller Comics Library was defined almost as much by its
cover art as by the
strips
contained
therein and the man
responsible for paint- 22 -

Above & below: Original TPL art from Norman’s collection

PHIL-COMICS IN THE MEDIA
There is a genuine national interest in vintage
British comics and the nostalgia that they evoke.
You may have seen in our social media updates
that we featured in two magazine articles such
before Christmas.
We were approached in Sep 2015 by freelance
journalist Julian Owen who had been commissioned by The Simple Things magazine to interview a collector of Dandy and Beano annuals for
their Dec issue. Well he came to the right place
as we can talk on the subject for hours and
Julian’s engaging writing style makes for an allurhttp:// www.phil-comics.com/
ing
read:
simplethings.pdf
A month later in Oct 2015 we were contacted by
the editor of Scottish Memories magazine who
wanted to compile an article on the nostalgia,
collectable nature and value of old annuals. Again
we were only too happy to oblige and an article
was published in the Jan 2016 issue, out in early
Dec, with some choice images: http://www.philcomics.com/memories.pdf
SOCIAL MEDIA
Those using social media may want to follow us
on Twitter and like us on Facebook! We post
tweets and updates on our live auctions, features
from the vintage comic world and occasionally on
those comics published today.
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We can be found here:
https://twitter.com/philcomics
and
https://www.facebook.com/phil-comics-auctions156116677784593/
TO CONCLUDE...
Our ongoing intention is to publish two newsletters a year similar to this one, in February and
August. If you’d like to contribute an article or
general email to the newsletter please get in
touch as we’d love to hear from you!
We’d also welcome feedback on this newsletter—
positive or negative—so we can improve it in future issues.
We’ve discussed a very small proportion of the
items sold Jun to Dec 2015 but there were some
spectacular items sold in that time which deserve
featuring in a picture style gallery. Please enjoy
the following two pages of stunning images.
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PHIL-COMIC AUCTIONS
SPECIALIST BRITISH COMIC
AND UK MARVEL
DEALERS AND AUCTIONEERS

———
WANTED!
PRE-1980 BRITISH COMICS,
ANNUALS, SUMMER SPECIALS,
FREE GIFTS

& ARTWORK

———
WE BUY SINGLE ITEMS TO ENTIRE
COLLECTIONS OR CAN AUCTION YOUR
COLLECTION ON COMMISSION

———
WWW.PHIL-COMICS.COM
PHIL_COMICS@YAHOO.CO.UK

01323 654497 OR 07739 844703
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